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The following is a selected bibliography of recent works on folklore published in Romania and the Republic of Moldova. It includes books published since 1990. An overriding constraint on the printing of any scholarly works in Romania at the present is the dire shortage of paper. Despite this, however, books do periodically continue to be published. Several monographs have appeared since 1989 -- both new and reprints of earlier editions (some of which have undergone a purging of communist ideological passages in their post-1989 publication). A significant number of collections have also come out (including materials that have been recorded recently or earlier in the century as well as reprints of "classics").

Pop, Mihai & Pavel Ruxandoiu. Folclor literar românesc. Bucharest: Editura Didactică și Pedagogică, 1990. A reprint of a classic work from 1976 which covers the basic premises and genres of Romanian oral literature; this edition is significantly revised, including the removal of several chapters and all excerpts from the writings of Nicolae Ceaușescu (the longstanding Romanian dictator, executed in December 1989).


originally from between 1888 and 1893); it also includes an incomplete unpublished monograph, "Birth among Romanians," from 1892. A chapter treating religious practices from Sevastos' original monograph on traditional wedding, which had been removed by the pre-1990 editors, was fortunately reinserted just in time for the post-communist publication date.


Șeuleanu, Ion. Dincoace de sacru, dincolo de profan. Târgu-Mureș: Editura "Tipomir," 1994. A series of essays in which Șeuleanu, one of the most outstanding folklorists in Romania today (from the University of Cluj), attempts to familiarize the Romanian readership with international -- especially American -- folklore scholarship, pleading in particular for a systematic approach to fieldwork and collection of folklore, as well as for viewing folklore in context.

Amzalescu, Alexandru I. Cântecul popular din Muscel. Bucharest: Editura Academiei, 1995. Amzalescu, a leading specialist on Romanian oral poetry and an emeritus scholar formerly employed at the Institute of Ethnography and Folklore in Bucharest, presents a monograph on the generic
"song proper" as collected in Muscel between 1954 and 1962; he argues for the recognition of singers as individuals in the creative process and sensitively explores their roles and repertoires within the larger tradition.


Ștefănescu, Călin-Bogdan. 10 ani de umor negru românesc: Jurnal de bancuri politice. Bucharest: Metropol-Paideia, 1991. Over 900 political jokes (collected from January 1979 up through December 1989), including a foreword by the distinguished "grandfather" of Romanian folklore, Mihai Pop, and a conclusion by the author.


Botezatu, Grigore. *Făt-frumos și soarele: Povești populare din Basarabia.* Bucharest: Editura Minerva, 1995. In this anthology of twenty folktales collected in specified villages in Bessarabia (with no mention of informants, however), Botezatu has a tendency to "edit" the narratives somewhat; but the volume reflects the growing cultural and academic rapports between Romania and the former Soviet Republic of Moldova.

Robea, Mihail. *Basme și legende populare românești.* Bucharest: Casa Editoriala Muntenia, 1995. The volume includes not only folktales and legends collected by Robea in Muntenia during the last several decades, but also discussions on the context and perpetuators of these oral narratives.